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Abstract—We conducted one of the most comprehensive many-antenna MU-MIMO channel measurement campaigns ever reported. Our measurement system supports full mobility with very high time-frequency resolution. We report channel traces in the UHF, 2.4 GHz, and 5 GHz bands, in diverse environments, with up to 104 base-station antennas serving 8 users. We characterize channel stability and capacity across these bands and environments with varying mobility. Our results show that channels exhibit large capacity fluctuations on the order of milliseconds, even with just pedestrian mobility. However in stationary environments, MU-MIMO channels are long-term stable regardless of frequency, and are only ephemerally affected by environmental mobility. Furthermore, these traces and measurement system are made openly available online, enabling future research on many-antenna wireless systems.

I. INTRODUCTION

Multi-User MIMO (MU-MIMO) has been recently adopted by commercial 802.11 WiFi access points and LTE base stations, providing potential gains of up to 4-fold over their Single-Input, Single-Output (SISO) counterparts by exploiting spatial multiplexing. It has been experimentally demonstrated in controlled propagation conditions [1]–[3] that by adding more antennas to the base stations and increasing the number of simultaneous users, MU-MIMO gains can be further increased by 12-fold or more. However, these gains are highly dependent on the MU-MIMO channels, which are significantly affected by user mobility, propagation environment, and frequency. Such MU-MIMO channels, especially those with a large number of base-station antennas, are not well understood experimentally.

To better understand these MU-MIMO channels in the real-world, we implemented a realtime wideband many-antenna MU-MIMO channel measurement system. Built on the ArgosV2 [4] platform and Faros control channel design [5], this system enables very reliable high time-frequency resolution measurements, supporting sub-millisecond sounding intervals with 20 MHz bandwidth, across the UHF, 2.4 GHz, and 5 GHz bands. We leveraged this system to conduct one of the most extensive and diverse mobile MU-MIMO measurements campaign ever reported, already containing over 1 billion channel measurements on more than 20 topologies, and continuing to expand. These topologies include line-of-sight (LOS) and non-line-of-sight (NLOS) scenarios in both indoor and outdoor environments with various degrees of mobility and multipath. Additionally we constructed an open-source Python channel analysis toolbox to study the fundamental properties of many-antenna MU-MIMO channels.

Our analysis of these measurements provides real-world reference points and reveals important trends that have a significant impact on MU-MIMO system design. While many of these results are intuitive, this data and analysis provide a ground-truth across a diverse number of environments, mobilities, and frequencies. In this paper we focus on a few key points. (i) Even under pedestrian mobility, channel stability is very low, e.g., we measured channel coherence times of 16 ms and 7 ms for 2.4 GHz and 5 GHz, respectively, in an indoor NLOS environment. This has important implications for the system design in next-generation wireless systems, as collecting Channel State Information (CSI) every 10 ms can result in a loss of over 50% of the achievable capacity. (ii) Multipath, frequency, number of base-station antennas, and rotational mobility significantly affect channel stability, causing up to orders of magnitude change in channel coherence. This suggests that next-generation MU-MIMO systems will need much finer-grained customization than current MU-MIMO systems to operate efficiently under diverse environments, topologies, and levels of mobility. (iii) We found that stationary users have indefinitely stable channels, with mobility caused by pedestrians in the environment itself having minor, and ephemeral, impact. Therefore in fixed topologies MU-MIMO systems can virtually eliminate channel sounding overhead. (iv) Our measurements also demonstrate that in realistic scenarios channel stability is bimodal, that is, users are either mobile or stationary, and thus either have very unstable or very stable channels, respectively. This presents a significant opportunity to reduce system overhead with dynamic channel sounding protocols. (v) Finally, we found that channel capacity can fluctuate an order of magnitude faster than the channel coherence. Thus channel coherence, as measured by expected correlation, is not a good indicator of the channel resounding interval, though it is often used synonymously, e.g., [1], [6], [7]. Next-generation many-antenna MU-MIMO systems must carefully take into account the characteristics of real-world channels, particularly mobility, to achieve their potential capacity gains.

We have released the measurement system, channel analysis toolbox, and channel measurements online [8], with the hope that they will help guide next generation MU-MIMO system design and analysis.
II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

Massive MIMO is a key candidate technology for 5G and other next-generation wireless technologies [9]. While it has already demonstrated the potential to increase wireless throughput by an order of magnitude in real-world experiments [1]–[3], it still faces key implementation challenges. In particular, since MU-MIMO relies on forming directional beams towards users, mobility can significantly reduce system performance, which was analyzed in our previous work [10]. Indeed, if not carefully designed, the capacity of a MU-MIMO system can be reduced to less than a traditional SISO system, due to the overhead of realtime CSI acquisition and computation. Until now, the impact of mobility on many-antenna MU-MIMO systems has not been thoroughly characterized in the real world.

To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to characterize high-resolution (as fast as sub-millisecond collection interval) temporal behavior of many-antenna (up to 104 × 8) MU-MIMO channels, across multiple frequency bands. A number of prior MU-MIMO channel measurements have been reported, including [1], [11]–[23]. The evaluation of empirical time-variant channels has mostly focused on small-scale systems with up to 16 base-station antennas [11]–[18]. Some results from previous work differ from ours, e.g., [16], [17], reported stationary users having unstable channels, whereas our measurements indicate stationary users typically have very stable channels, regardless of environmental mobility.

Many-antenna MU-MIMO channel measurements have been reported in [19]–[23] with up to 128 base-station antennas. In particular, the authors in [23] measured channels with user mobility on a system with 128 base-station antennas and 8 single-antenna users. These measurement campaigns built a comprehensive foundation for realistic many-antenna MU-MIMO channels in static environments, however they do not report analysis or results regarding environmental or user mobility. Since these measurement platforms leverage virtual antenna arrays or multiplexed antenna arrays, which have inherent RF switching overhead, it seems they are unable to achieve the time-resolution required to accurately sample mobile channels. Our measurements indicate that channels for all users should be collected within 100s of µs, and the resounding interval needs to be on the order of a few ms to provide complete and accurate measurements for NLOS environments with pedestrian mobility.

III. SYSTEM DESIGN

We designed and implemented a realtime wideband many-antenna MU-MIMO channel measurement system that supports high-time-frequency resolution across the UHF, 2.4 GHz, and 5 GHz bands. We built this system on the ArgosV2 platform [4], based on WARPv3 [24], and leveraged the Faros control channel design [5] to provide time-frequency synchronization with the users and collect CSI. To support UHF, we ported Argos and Faros to the WARP-based WURC platform [16], which involved converting and merging code, standardizing control interfaces, as well as implementing an IQ only Automatic Gain Control (AGC), as the WURC radio does not have an Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI) indicator. Using WURC-enabled battery-powered ArgosMobiles as users, this measurement system can easily be configured to collect fully-mobile channel traces in the UHF, 2.4 GHz, and 5 GHz bands simultaneously, though each band requires separate radios and antennas.

To enable realtime channel measurements, we implemented a from-scratch Python framework that provides complete control over the Argos radio modules, including parameters such as frequency, number of base-station antennas, number of users, frame length, pilot length, etc. This framework is very similar to the WARP Lab [24] framework, which is a Matlab interface that provides arbitrary control of WARP nodes over Ethernet. However, our framework is much faster and utilizes asynchronous I/O to simultaneously interface with all of the nodes, as well as handle node-initiated communication. Notably, our Python framework is actually compatible with the default WARP Lab design, and they can even be used together in the same experiment.

Leveraging this framework, we implement the Argos CentralController, as defined in [1], and provide functions such as uplink AGC and centralized beamforming computation. Additionally, the CentralController saves raw uplink pilot IQ samples in realtime to an HDF5 file [25], [26], enabling longitudinal traces lasting for hours, or even days, only limited by storage capacity. Optionally, the base-station nodes can also be configured to report uplink data IQ samples, which can also be stored to the same HDF5 file. This trace storage is performed either by a completely native Python implementation, or an accelerated C shared library, which supports sub-millisecond frame lengths, and therefore CSI resounding interval. Due to channel reciprocity, the uplink channels collected are equivalent to downlink channels, only varying by a constant relative phase shift, transmit power, and any asymmetric noise [1].

The current system supports up to 20 MHz bandwidth and 16 simultaneous users. The number of users supported can easily be expanded, at the expense of time or frequency resolution. The number of base-station antennas supported is virtually unlimited, and is reliant only on the computational
and throughput capacity of the central controller along with the frame length. For example, when the central controller becomes the bottleneck, the frame length can be increased to support more antennas, or measurement can be easily parallelized across more servers. Since the central controller is implemented modularly and uses a standard Ethernet interface, it is straightforward to port other Software-Defined Radio (SDR) hardware to this measurement system.

In the results reported in this paper, users were configured to send 802.11 Long Training Symbols (LTS) pilots, which have 52 subcarriers, in a Time-Division Multiple Access (TDMA) fashion at the beginning of each frame, however the system flexibly supports arbitrary pilot formats. This configuration enables wideband pilots for 8 users, along with a noise estimate, to be collected in less than 100 µs.

More information and updates on the measurement tools can be found online [8].

A. Continuous Measurements

In order to achieve the highest possible time-frequency resolution, as limited by the hardware sample rate, we also developed a WARP Lab [24] based measurement system that is able to take continuous time measurements for up to 6 s at 20 MHz or 3 s at 40 MHz. However, this measurement system does not implement realtime continuous AGC and can only support one user. In this setup, continuous IQ samples are saved locally to memory at each WARP node, then offloaded to the central controller after the trace is complete. These traces are saved in the same format as the Python framework, enabling the same analysis tools to be applied to both types of traces. This system was developed to provide insight into how user CSI behaves in real world environments at a sample-level resolution.

IV. Measurement Campaign

We conducted an extensive measurement campaign that includes fully mobile traces across the UHF, 2.4 GHz, and 5 GHz bands in diverse environments. At 2.4 and 5 GHz, we collected traces with up to 104 base-station antennas serving 8 users; at UHF, we collected traces with up to 8 base-station antennas serving 6 users. We collected measurements both indoor and outdoor environments, with varying mobility. These traces typically have frame lengths, i.e., time resolution, varying from 2 ms to 50 ms.

Our primary measurement campaign for this paper consists of 96 base-station antennas serving 8 users at 2.4 and 5 GHz, and thus our analysis will focus on those measurements, particularly since, as shown by Fig. 11, comparing traces of different dimensions is not always equitable. The core of these measurements consists of 3 topologies, indoor NLOS, indoor LOS, and outdoor LOS, at 2.4 GHz and 5 GHz, with five levels of mobility: stationary, environmental mobility, user mobility, linear track mobility, and ‘naturalistic’ mobility. Stationary traces were taken at night with little or no mobility either at the users or in the environment. Environmental mobility consisted of two people intentionally walking around the mobiles and opening and closing doors. User mobility consisted of two people physically picking up the battery-powered mobiles and walking around with them, while other users were stationary. For controlled motion, we used a CineMoco track [27] to linearly move one user, with other users stationary and limited or no other environmental mobility. To simulate somewhat realistic usage, we also conducted a ‘naturalistic’ scenario where a person picked up one of the user devices and pretended it was a cell phone, then set it back down, with all other users stationary. Additional traces with controlled rotational mobility, two-antenna users, and other test-specific setups were also taken in some topologies. In most traces, AGC was set then disabled to avoid gain jumps during the trace, however this setting, including gain settings, are recorded in each trace.

Unless otherwise specified, these measurements used omni-directional monopole antennas arranged in an 8 by 12 array spaced 63.5 mm apart, which is half a wavelength at 2.4 GHz, and approximately 1 wavelength at 5 GHz.

For analysis purposes, we found collecting relatively short traces of 20 to 120 s with a 2 ms channel resounding interval worked best for limiting the amount of data and processing time, while enabling us to investigate the behavior of specific scenarios. However, to investigate the longitudinal behavior of users in an office environment, we collected a few traces lasting 20 minutes with reduced time resolution.

Every measurement topology is well documented with experimental descriptions, maps, photos, and, in some cases, even video, which are included with each trace online. Examples of the different environments are shown in Fig. 2. More information on the UHF measurements can be found in [28]. To date, the online repository already contains over 100 traces spanning 20 topologies, providing over one billion channel measurements and 1 TB of data.
V. CHANNEL ANALYSIS TOOLBOX

To enable rapid analysis of these traces we provide a modular Python-based analysis toolbox, which leverages NumPy and SciPy [29] to accelerate computation. The toolbox converts the raw IQ samples in trace files to CSI, then is able to efficiently compute many useful channel characteristics, including correlation, coherence, Demmel condition number, achievable capacity, impact of delayed CSI, and more. All results presented in this paper were computed using this channel analysis toolbox, which is made available open-source online [8]. In the analysis reported in this paper we are primarily concerned with the following channel characteristics:

Correlation is the normalized product of a user’s 1-dimensional CSI, $h_i$, with the conjugate of a user’s CSI, $h_j$:
$$\delta(t) = \frac{|h_i^H(t) h_j(t)|}{\|h_i(t)\| \|h_j(t)\|}.$$ Correlating the same user’s CSI, $i = j$, at different points in time provides insight into the channel stability: this auto-correlation corresponds to the square root of the received power if the base station were to serve that user with single-user beamforming. The cross-correlation of one user’s CSI with another user’s CSI provides insight into the channel orthogonality and inter-user interference.

Coherence is the statistically expected auto-correlation of a channel with itself given a time delay of $\Delta$: $\rho(t | \Delta) = \mathbb{E}[h_i^H(t-\Delta) h_i(t)]$. Channel coherence provides statistical insight into the expected behavior of channels across time, and is useful for comparing different mobilities, propagation environments, and frequencies. Notably, some previous work, e.g., [11], [15], [16], considers each SISO channel separately, thus discarding the relative phase information between base-station antennas. In this paper we use the expected auto-correlation of the MIMO channel, that is, the auto-correlation of the user’s entire CSI vector, which provides much better insight into the performance of MU-MIMO. Coherence time is defined as the delay before the expected correlation falls below a certain threshold, typically 0.95 or 0.90.

Demmel condition number, $d \in [K, +\infty)$ is the ratio of the sum of the eigenvalues to the minimum eigenvalue:
$$d = \sum_{\lambda_i \neq \lambda_j} \frac{1}{\lambda_i} \quad \text{where } \lambda_1 > \lambda_2 > \ldots > \lambda_n \text{ are the eigenvalues of the matrix } HH^H$$ [30]. The Demmel condition number is a key indicator of MU-MIMO performance for a given set of users. In multi-user conjugate beamforming systems, it indicates the amount of inter-user interference to be expected; in zero-forcing, it indicates the amount of power that has to be sacrificed to form the nulls to each user.

Capacity, or achievable rate, is computed as the aggregate Shannon capacity of each user’s MU-MIMO channel:
$$C(t) = \sum_{j=1}^{K} \log_2 \left(1 + \frac{|w_j^H(t-\Delta) h_j^H(t) w_j^H|^2}{\gamma} \right),$$ where $w_j$ are the beamweights for a linear beamformer, and $\gamma$ is the per-user transmission power. For multi-user conjugate beamforming, it is simply the complex conjugate of the channel matrix, $CH^H$, where $c$ is a power scaler. For zero-forcing, $W$ is the pseudoinverse of the channel matrix, $C^{H^+}(H^H H)^{-1}$. It is important to note that beamforming weights should never be applied to the CSI they were derived from to determine capacity, as not only is this impossible in a real system, but also because it correlates noise power, resulting in inaccurate capacity. To avoid this, our capacity analysis uses the first LTS pilot symbol to derive the beamweights, then applies them to the second LTS pilot symbol; this provides consistency for any $\Delta$, while enabling accurate analysis for $\Delta = 0$. Thus, we can emulate the achievable capacity offline using only recorded CSI.

Expected capacity is the statistically expected ratio of the achievable rate between when CSI is estimated and when CSI is used for MU-MIMO given some time delay, $\Delta$:
$$\gamma(\Delta) = \mathbb{E}\left[\frac{C(t-\Delta)}{C(t)}\right].$$ Expected capacity can provide insight into how a MU-MIMO system will perform given a channel resounding interval ($\Delta$) under different mobilities, propagation environments, and frequencies.

VI. RESULTS

We analyze the channel traces from the measurement campaign with regard to the impact of mobility, environment, and base station scale on the channel stability and capacity. Many of these results are intuitive and expected, however our measurements characterize ground-truth points for real-world environments.

A. Impact of Mobility

We investigate six levels of mobility:

1) Stationary Environments and Users: Stationary environments are long-term stable over periods of tens of minutes, with no indication of changing, regardless of carrier frequency. As Figs. 3 and 4 show, stationary channels have a virtually indefinite channel coherence. In many other traces we have observed channels in stationary environments be stable for hours, maintaining a channel correlation above 0.98.

2) Environmental Mobility: As Fig. 3 shows, environmental mobility slightly reduces the coherence of the channel, however it still stays above 0.97 for over a second. Longitudinal studies of the channels in a real-world office environment show similar results; we see in Fig. 4 that channels are seemingly indefinitely stable other than brief periods where the channel is altered, e.g., when a person walks between the user and base station, occluding some of the paths. Typically we observe
that each user experiences independent fades, however in some cases mobility near the base station can cause fades for multiple users, as is the case at approximately 30 s in Fig. 4. Thus the capacity of many-antenna MU-MIMO systems with environmental mobility is still very stable, but can exhibit brief drops of up to 45%. Notably, the frequency and severity of these fades is quite clearly dependent on the topology and actual mobility.

3) User Mobility: User mobility drastically impacts channel stability, as it affects all paths across the entire frequency band. As shown in Fig. 3, with user mobility 0.90 channel coherence drops to 9.5 ms and 23 ms for 2.4 GHz and 5 GHz, respectively, in a 96x8 MU-MIMO system with NLOS propagation. Similarly, 0.95 channel coherence is 7 ms and 16 ms, respectively. This has a huge impact on achievable capacity, as a system that estimates the user channels every 10 ms will lose an average over 50% of capacity, with dropouts as high as 80%, even with just pedestrian mobility at 5 GHz, as shown in Fig. 5.

4) Track Mobility: By controlling mobility with a linear track we are able to draw interesting insight into the interference patterns in different environments and at different frequencies. Fig. 6 demonstrates the correlation of the user on the track with itself across time, and thus space, as well as its cross-correlation with the other 7 users, in a 5 GHz NLOS environment. This allows us to visualize how the intended signal strength and inter-user interference varies across space. For example, if the system were to use multi-user conjugate, the top (blue) curve represents the amplitude of the intended signal for the user on the track, whereas the other curves each represent the interference from other users. Similarly, this same method can be used to visualize the signal strength and interference of specific beamforming techniques, such as zero-forcing.

5) Rotational Mobility: We found rotational mobility, where the user’s antenna rotates in space, to have a significant impact on channel stability. Leveraging a controlled stepper motor we rotated a user’s antenna at a constant rate of 18.75 rpm, then measured the channel at 2.4 GHz NLOS to a 96- antenna base station. Due to the connector and mounting, the rotating antenna was offset 2 cm from the center of rotation. Using this experimental setup we collected traces with the following user antennas: (i) a 14 cm omnidirectional 3 dBi monopole oriented vertically; (ii) the same antenna oriented horizontally, its tip thus having a radius of 16 cm from the center of rotation; and (iii) a 6 dBi patch antenna with an 80 degree beamwidth in both azimuth and elevation. As shown in Fig. 7, within 25 degrees of rotation, all three scenarios fall below below 0.90 channel coherence, with the horizontally mounted antenna reaching 0.90 coherence with just 12.5 degrees of rotation. Unsurprisingly, when the antennas reach their original position, at 360 degrees, we see coherence returns to over 0.97, as should be expected. Rotational movement occurs in the pedestrian and naturalistic traces, e.g., Figs. 3 and 9, and thus likely contributes to the low channel stability. As rotational mobility is known to be
common in mobile device usage [31], our result suggests that it should be considered in MU-MIMO system design and modeling.

6) Naturalistic Mobility: We find that realistic mobility, e.g., the user equipment is held and moved to mimic cell phone use, results in bimodal channel stability; that is, the user is typically either stationary or moving, which results in very stable and very unstable channels, respectively. As shown in Fig. 9, we see that initially the channel is very stationary, but at about 5 s the user receives a call and begins to move around until about 20 s when the call ends and the user sits down, causing the channel to stabilize. A video of this mobility is included with the trace online, and there are other similar traces in other topologies.

B. Impact of Environment

The environment has a strong impact on user orthogonality and channel stability.

As expected, more multipath increases user orthogonality, and therefore capacity, as MU-MIMO can more easily separate multiple users. As shown in Fig. 10, the lack of multipath in outdoor propagation environments makes the channel poorly conditioned, meaning that it is much harder for MU-MIMO to separate users efficiently. This indicates that MU-MIMO can strongly benefit from multipath, and that user selection in high multipath environments is less critical than environments with low multipath.

However, this better channel condition with multipath comes at a cost: the additional spatial selectivity makes the channels much less stable in the presence of user mobility, as shown by Fig. 8. In outdoor environments the beamwidth created by the base station’s antenna aperture dominates channel coherence, whereas in high multipath NLOS environments the channel coherence is dominated by the motion relative to the wavelength. Notably, in our experiments with the track spaced approximately 7 m in front of the array, with a horizontal aperture size of 0.5 m, both 2.4 and 5 GHz have horizontal beamwidths of more than 1.25 m, thus the coherence in the outdoor measurement is expected.

While it is difficult to quantize generally, based on our topologies we also found that NLOS environments are typically not as affected by environmental mobility, since, due to the spatial diversity, it is rare for environmental movement to affect a large portion of paths and frequencies. In contrast, LOS environments show a more bimodal behavior: environmental movement in the direct path causes more extreme changes in the channel, whereas movement not in the direct path rarely has much effect. Thus, with stationary users and environmental mobility, LOS topologies exhibit deep fades more rarely, whereas NLOS topologies exhibit less severe fades more frequently.

C. Impact of Increasing Number of Base-Station Antennas

In Fig. 11 we see that increasing the number of base-station antennas significantly decreases coherence time. More antennas introduce more spatial selectivity, i.e., a narrower beam width, thus movement has a stronger impact on the channel. This effect is mathematically expected and fundamental to [6]; as the number of base-station antennas increases, different spatial locations become more orthogonal. Notably, we found this reduction in channel coherence does not necessarily reduce capacity, as users can actually be moving away from interference from other users, and additional antennas help suppress inter-user interference.

D. System Implications

These channel characteristics have important implications for many-antenna MU-MIMO system design. Due to the instability of capacity under just pedestrian mobility, e.g., losses of up to 50% within 4 ms of channel sounding, shown in Fig. 5, selecting the Modulation and Coding Scheme (MCS) for users will be critical, and likely necessitates fine-grain adaptive or rateless coding schemes, such as [32], [33]. The significant differences we observed in channel coherence and orthogonality across environments and frequencies also must be considered in MU-MIMO systems, particularly for user selection algorithms and CSI collection. Furthermore, the bimodal mobility inherent in naturalistic user movement, shown in Fig. 9, can be leveraged to significantly reduce channel sounding overhead.

We also find that measured channel coherence is not an accurate estimate of the channel resounding interval in a MU-MIMO system, which is corroborated in [13], [34]. The 90% expected capacity, shown in Fig. 12, for 2.4 and 5 GHz are 1.1 ms and 4.2 ms, respectively. For 2.4 GHz, this is over 20 times lower than the 0.9 coherence time for the same trace.
We counterintuitively observe that the expected capacity drops more quickly for 2.4 GHz than 5 GHz in this scenario. This is because capacity is dependent on a many factors, including the beamformer, the number of other users, their orthogonality, and the environment. In particular, the initial beamformed channel SINR significantly affects expected capacity, as high SINR channels are inherently more unstable; this is actually the predominant reason for the rapid degradation of 2.4 GHz capacity in Fig. 12. To be clear, channel coherence can be defined, and measured, in many ways, e.g., the theoretical block-fading model assumes the channel does not change during a coherence time interval. Thus using channel coherence interchangeably with the channel resounding interval is not necessarily incorrect, however most measurements of channel coherence do not account for all of the factors that affect system capacity, which certainly should be considered in the design of channel sounding protocols for MU-MIMO.

VII. CONCLUSION

To achieve their full potential, next-generation many-antenna MU-MIMO wireless systems need to carefully consider real-world channel properties, particularly mobility. To help guide their design, we implemented a realtime wideband many-antenna MU-MIMO channel measurement system capable of taking high time-frequency resolution traces in UHF, 2.4 GHz, and 5 GHz bands. Leveraging this platform we took a comprehensive set of reference measurements in diverse environments with varying mobility. Our fundamental analysis of these channels regarding stability and capacity provides critical insight in to the factors that impact MU-MIMO performance, and highlights the challenges mobility presents to many-antenna MU-MIMO system design.

These measurement tools, channel traces, and analysis toolbox are made freely available online [8]. We intend these traces and tools to help guide the design of next-generation MU-MIMO systems.
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